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Motivation
Present Approach 1: Snow Course
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Present Approach 2: Snow Pillow
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SWE Problem Statement

- How can the temporal and spatial resolution of data regarding snow packs be improved?
- How can this data be provided in a non-destructive manner?
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SnowMAN 1.0 deployment

Lessons Learned

- Test, test, test!
- Battery technology (A-hr is not enough)
- Weight sensor issues
  - Small platform prone to snow-bridging error
  - Sensor failure
Can microwave attenuation be utilized?

Can gamma attenuation be utilized?
Implementing New Sensing Modalities

Adaptive Sampling

- Ultrasound sensor indicates height change?
- Temperature sensors indicate melt conditions?
- Microwave sensors indicate change in attenuation?
- CZT detector captures SWE data.
Conclusion

- A distributed sensing approach would improve the current understanding of SWE
- New sensing modalities need to be developed
- Algorithms are needed to ensure sampling and processing is conducted efficiently
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